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Black & Decker DustBuster
BDH1220AV Portable

Vacuum Cleaner

$39.99
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Short Description

Black & Decker's BDH1220AV 12V DustBuster Auto Vac provides easy access for hard to reach areas in your
car. The cyclonic action means the filter stays clean and power stays strong and the one step empty means
your hands don't touch the dirt. Featuring a 16 ft. cable, a long slim nozzle and a full accessory kit, the
BDH1220AV goes where you need it and gets the job done quicly and easily.

***Add an AC to 12VDC adapter below to be able to use this vacuum from any common 110V outlet

Description

Black & Decker's BDH1220AV 12V DustBuster Auto Vac provides easy access for hard to reach areas in your
car. The cyclonic action means the filter stays clean and power stays strong and the one step empty means
your hands don't touch the dirt. Featuring a 16 ft. cable, a long slim nozzle and a full accessory kit, the
BDH1220AV goes where you need it and gets the job done quicly and easily.

***Add an AC to 12VDC adapter below to be able to use this vacuum from any common 110V outlet

Features

Long, slim nozzle puts convenient pick-up power where you need it
16 ft. cable reaches all areas of the car, including the trunk
12V DC adapter fits into cigarette lighter
Cable wraps around the base for tidy storage
Cyclonic action means suction power stays stronger for longer
One-step empty means your hands stay clean
Includes full accessory kit and storage bag to help keeps things tidy

Includes

12V DustBuster Auto Vacuum - BDH1220AV
Long Flexible Hose
Extension Crevice
Brush Tool
Washable Filter
Washable Pre-Filter
Storage Bag

Specifications

0
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Additional Information

SKU BDH1220AV

Weight 3.0000

Color Black/Orange

Tool Type Cleaning Compound

Vendor SKU/EAN 885911305914


